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Welcome
Editorial
It feels like it's been summer for ages, but
midsummer day is nearly here.
For Working for Health, summer means
opportunities. Opportunities to open new
fields for you to experience. Forgive the pun
there, but look...we've got an ALLOTMENT!
As you'll have guessed, we're pretty excited.
Come and find out more inside about how you
can use it and share in all the great things it
has to offer.

You'll be pretty exhausted after all that, so we
thought it no bad thing to close with a
reminder of how important sleep is. This page
gives you tips and techniques for sleeping
better. Plus - they actually work!
But before you doze off, a mighty big thank
you to the CG5 stars. You can find out all
about that programme, what it did and how it
helped on the next page. Don't worry about it
finishing though, there are more exciting new
developments coming up pretty soon. We'll
tell you more next time.

Also inside, nature as a way of refreshing the
soul is followed by examples of how you are
engaging with the world around us. Brilliant
photos and places you have visited which
inspired you. There's even a tiger.

So there we are: Working for Health is here
for you, making new opportunities for us to
make better opportunities for you.

Take a look at the restored bench too! A place
to sit and just look and meditate.

Now then, I need is a wheelbarrow, a tuba and
mug of hot chocolate...

Talking of which, if you've never listened to
brass band music before, just try out these
reader suggestions. Three world-beaters will
transport you to somewhere dreamy.

Stay in touch and keep on sharing. We love to
hear from you.

For literary buffs there's the next instalment
of An Author's Tale, then a chance to find out
where this challenging cry came from (clue:
it's not Donald Trump):
"Look on my works, ye mighty, and DESPAIR!"

Catchy, eh?
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Contact us

email: hello@workingforhealth.co.uk
facebook: Working For Health Hull & East Ridi
Twitter: working4health1
Instagram: workingforhealthhulleastriding

Community Grants
Our CG5 programme is coming to an end so at the last meeting we took the time to reflect on what
we have done together and what we have achieved.
For the CG5 project, the Working for Health group activities are taken into the
community. This time, Holderness. Nine people from the Holderness area joined
Ricky and Diane on this journey, starting in December and running almost every
week until the end of May.

“Its great meeting people in similar situations”
As a group, we have looked at work: how to find it and how to get it, exploring the
type of work we want to do, what training could help us, and developing CV’s and
cover letters to match. We also ‘interviewed’ Ricky and volunteer Nathan to see if
we could spot their deliberate mistakes, identify what they did right and decided if
we would hire them. Group members became the interview panel, looking at the
job description, deciding what questions to ask and firmly grilling the ‘candidates.’
In February, the group started to meet at the Working for Health offices in
Cottingham, here we took part in workshops such as digital skills training. But, to
be able to work and to learn we need to be well, so wellbeing sessions were
delivered too. Yoga with Ash from the Yoga Room proving very popular, his style
engaged even the most sceptical group member.
“I really enjoyed the yoga”

Food is a big part of our group. Breaking bread with others is a great way to get
to know people, break down barriers and have a well-deserved treat. We started
our journey in the Chatty Lounge in Hedon. We took over the top floor of the
coffee shop and feasted on sandwiches and cakes (in between working of
course). When we moved to Cottingham for our workshops, we were the very first
customers to sample the wonderful food at The Old Lamp Room at the Station.
The food was delicious and the welcome exceptional.
“I liked coming out and meeting new people”

All was going so well and then the COVID lockdown came. Its impossible to do
group work in lockdown isn’t it? No, not really, we discovered zoom. During the
lockdown we continued to meet weekly, sometimes to build on the workshops and
sometimes just to connect with others. We enjoyed more sessions with Ash and
then to build confidence and keep our spirits up, we had our own personal stand
up comedian. Award winning Jed Salisbury shared with us his skill of ‘faking it till
you make it’ -a lighter look at confidence building.

“I’m much more comfortable around people now”
So CG5 finished, achievements made… what next? Watch this space!

The Community Grants
programme is now in its
5th round (hence CG5)
and distributes small
grants to Humber, East
Riding, York and North
Yorkshire region. The
grants scheme is aimed
at small to medium
voluntary and
community organisations
who work with some of
the most disadvantaged
communities and are the
furthest away from the
labour market. The
project aims are:
To help the most
disadvantaged
To tackle social
exclusions
To be focused on the
capabilities of each
individual
To lead to better
coordinated services
To create new
opportunities for work
It is funded by the
European Social Fund
and locally managed by
Humber Learning
Consortium.

Nature for Health
From the Llangollen Goats (check out the clip) to the birds in our gardens, nature and wildlife has
enjoyed the peace and stillness that has been created whilst us humans have been in lockdown.
Connecting with nature can have a really positive
impact on our mental wellbeing, reducing anxiety
and boosting our mood. Everyone can make
some kind of connection with the natural world,
it’s just about finding what works for you.
It was really enjoyable to chat about this during
one of our recent Wednesday drop-in sessions
and to share ideas as to how we can connect with
nature in our local area.
We have got some great photos of the places we
have been/can go locally on the next page.
Whilst some of us have been enjoying our own gardens and outdoor spaces, others have headed to the local
park or down the neighbourhood streets to enjoy the flowers and trees. The role that our pets have played in
alleviating anxiety and providing companionship to those of us who have had to isolate cannot be forgotten.
And of course walking the dog gives us the best of both worlds, chance to get out in nature and be with our
faithful friends.
And we think the birds have really enjoyed the extra attention as people have equipped their gardens and
backyards with feeders. Hearing the Song Thrush every morning marking the start of a new day with a
beautiful song has been really inspiring and one of our members even had a fox in the garden recently.
A great way to stay connected to nature and get ideas is to make the most of social media and online
information. Lots of people have been getting involved in The Wildlife Trust's '30 Days Wild' campaign and
there is still time to take part as it is running throughout June - see wildlifetrusts.org. You can still sign up and
you will be sent a free download. And you can share with others on social media using #30DaysWild.

Now the restrictions for travel have started to ease and the wildlife
parks and visitor attractions will be reopening, this gives us the
chance to get outdoors and have a day out a bit further afield.
We are so lucky in East Yorkshire to have so many beautiful outdoor
spaces, from the wetlands and bird reserves along the Humber
Estuary to the hills and valleys of the Yorkshire Wolds and the
beaches of the East Coast. Where might you explore next?
Is it that nature has thrived during our period of hibernation or just
that we have all had the time to notice it more?
Either way, it has been a real tonic to connect with nature.
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Get Outdoors for Health

If you have any photos you would like us to feature or maybe a
review or blog from a day out you have had, get in touch!

Growing for Health
Introducing the Working for Health allotment!
Just in time for the summer, here is our brand
new outdoor space.
The pictures show what it looks like at the
moment but we have big plans to transform it
into something amazing.
There are going to be so many different
things we can use the space for and all of our
members, volunteers and staff will have
access to the allotment through different
sessions and workshops.
Work will be done in the weeks that
follow to prepare and cultivate the ground
then we will be asking for willing volunteers to
help turn our ideas into reality.
So whether you have a pair of decent
wellies and a passion for gardening or
just fancy trying something new, look out
for updates coming soon.

According to the
National Allotment Society
(NAS), just 30 minutes of work
on your allotment can burn
around 150 calories, the same as
doing low impact aerobics.
Read more at idealhome.co.uk

Poetry for Health
One of the top ten UK's favourite
poems. A warning to the powerful
that nothing lasts forever.

OZYMANDIAS

Written by
him

KING OF KINGS
I met a traveller from an antique land
Who said:
"Two vast and trunkless legs of stone
Stand in the desert . . . Near them, on the sand,
Half sunk, a shattered visage lies, whose frown,
And wrinkled lip, and sneer of cold command,
Tell that its sculptor well those passions read
Which yet survive, stamped on these lifeless things,
The hand that mocked them, and the heart that fed:
And on the pedestal these words appear:

'My name is Ozymandias, king of kings:
Look on my works, ye Mighty, and despair!'

Percy Bysshe Shelley 1792-1822

Who was
married to
her

Nothing beside remains. Round the decay
Of that colossal wreck, boundless and bare
The lone and level sands stretch far away."

www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPlSH6n37ts
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Mary Shelley

Who wrote
WfH favourite
novel

Music for Health
Ever listened to a brass band?
(C'mon, you MUST have seen that 90s comic hit Brassed Off)
These are some of the best musicians you'll ever hear.
So, sit back, jack in the headphones and sample the chill zone with these world class brass players.
Tell us your favourite.

First up, master soprano cornet player
Peter Roberts then playing for the
Yorkshire Building Society Band and
winning the Open Brass competition.

www.youtube.com/watch?v=mSHxFybELNY

Local cornet genius David Foster sends
shivers down your spine on
Remembrance and VE Day

www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZo8wmUhPik

This is David Daws, an awesome
cornet player with the Salvation
Army Band

www.youtube.com/watch?v=HRbTw9w6e2U

Want to know more?
Check out this documentary - and get
that tuba down from the attic!

www.youtube.com/watch?v=ycjnjKTJIAY

Writing for Health
'An Author's Tale' Pt.2
"I'm here" Tia said as she walked into Carl’s office on her first day at
work
"Hi Tia" Carl got up and shook her hand, "right I need you to find Linda
she is in charge of all Production Assistants and I apologise for all the
hecticness around here but we are starting to get ready for the Live
Anniversary Show"
"Oh wow that's my favourite show of the year" Tia said "Great,
so here is a map of the studio" Carl gave her a piece of paper "Linda
should be about here" he pointed to a corner of it
"Ok thanks, I'll go find her" Tia left the room and started looking for
Linda,
she entered the main studio area and saw Brian Kessler talking to
another producer. She wondered what Nina liked about him, he seemed
older than 43 when you saw him in person and wore geeky glasses off
screen, now she knew Nina would like that, geeky glasses were her
weird turn on,
"Can I help you" an older woman with long silver hair who looked like
she was in her 40's but you knew was older stood behind her
"Oh I'm looking for Linda"
"You must be Tia, nice to meet you, I'm Linda" Linda shook Tia's hand
"Right here is your I.D badge, your friend Holly gave us the picture"
Linda gave Tia a lanyard with a laminated I.D card attached to it, she
looked at the picture and saw it was one that had been taken on a
night out a few years back at Uni
"Oh god, Holly really" Tia looked horrified
"I guess you were drunk" Linda gave a little laugh
"Yes it's from a night out at Uni when Holly came to visit me, she shows
this one to everyone when she talks about me, I've asked her to burn it"
"Don't worry, mine was taken when I was hung over" Linda showed Tia
hers
"Right I need you to get the dressing rooms ready for this week's
guests; start by cleaning them, we get each guest individual needs the
day before they arrive for filming, also I need you to go down to the
channels post room and pick up the show's post and hand it out, it's on
the first floor second door on the left you can't miss it, clean the
dressing rooms first though"
Linda turned to walk away "oh and I apologies the that rock star's mess
- he was a total arse"
She walked off and Tia looked at the map Carl had given her and made
her way to the dressing rooms.
When she got there she found the show's cleaning cupboard right next
to the dressing rooms.
She had a look at the rooms to see what state they had been left in,
one was in fairly good condition, but the other was a completely
wrecked,

"A complete arse that Jack Orswell"
A woman with a cute Pixie Crop haircut stood in the door way next to
Tia
"Tell me about it, has he no respect for anything" Tia stressed looking
at the mess
"Nope,
I'm Gin by the way" she held out her hand
"Gin
as in..."
"Gin
and Tonic, yes" Gin said shamefully "my Mum was an alcoholic and she
wrote Gin on my birth certificate" Gin continued
"Wow I really feel for you" Tia replied
"Oh don't worry about it, my Grandmother had it changed to Ginnifer
when I was five, but Gin kind of stuck everyone calls me it"
"I could call you Ginny after Ginny from Harry Potter even though her
full name is Ginevra" Tia offered
"Sure my Grandmother does" Ginny smiled "here I'll give you a hand
with this room it's not easy tiding up after Jack, I use to work at
Wembley"
Ginny and Tia tidied the dressing room then Tia tided the other one
before going to get the post from the post room.
"Hey"
Tia arrived home, Nina was making dinner
"Hi, how was your first day, did you get me the autograph" Nina smiled
"Nina is that all you’re interested in" Tia asked
"What, I asked how your first day was"
"It was great. I asked Holly about autographs from Kessler but he only
signs autographs for audience members, anyway I found out from Carl
that staff aren't
allowed to asked the host of the show for autographs, only the guests,
and that’s after the show has been taped" Tia told Nina
"Oh ok, any chance you could get me a ticket for one of the shows
tapings" Nina asked with the biggest smile
"I've got you one for the Live Anniversary Show" Tia told her
"Oh my god" Nina screamed with excitement "that is the best show of
the year, and I'm going to be in the audience, oh wow, oh wow, oh
wow"
Nina jumped up and down with excitement.
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

Tia's adventures in her new career continue and her
relationship with Oliver takes an unexpected turn.
Read the rest of Part Two and what happens next at

https://nataliescreativewriting.blogspot.com/202
0/06/an-authors-tale-part-2.html

Sleeping for Health
Sleeping well? Or like me, do you wake up too
early. Or stare into space waiting to fall
asleep?
Luckily for us and our wellbeing, help is at
hand.
turn off the phone
turn off the PC
alcohol won't make you sleep better
ROUTINE IS GOOD
comfy bed
darkness
silence
zzzzzzzzzz

Stay alert, stay safe
and stay in touch

Working for Health CIC

